
Home Learning Activities Year 6 

Week 1  

Weekly Maths activities Weekly reading activities 

Summer Term Week 1 - Angles 

We’ll be following the White Rose Maths 

Home Learning Year 6 web pages, starting on 
Summer Term, Week 1. 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/ye
ar-6/  

· Do a lesson a day: watch the video, have a go 
at the activities, then self-mark. Don’t feel you 
have to print the activities out if you can just 
do them on a separate piece of paper. 

· Do the “Friday Maths Challenge” if it’s created 
in time. 

· See how you would have scored in the Year 4 
Multiplication test – keep going until you get 
full marks!  

https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/47
7/Multiplication-Tables-Check 

 

In topic we are learning about our 
local area; in reading we can look 
at comparing our geographical 
features with those in our 7 
continents. Using the “7 worlds 
one plant” trailer, respond to these 
questions giving evidence from 
the video (remember your PJs – 
point, justify!) 

Seven Worlds, One Planet 
Extended Trailer 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=IlFRPkT-hVc 

 
1. Sir David Attenborough 

describes the diversity on 
Earth as extraordinary and 
wonderful. What do you 
think the word ‘diversity’ 
means? 

2. He also says that the 
diversity is ‘precious.’ What 
does he mean by this? 

3. What hints are given to 
suggest why diversity on 
Earth is being lost? 

4. Which continent are you 
most excited to see more of? 
Why? 

5. Which continent appeals to 
you the least? Why? 

6. Why do you think the name 
Seven Worlds, One Planet 
was chosen for this show? 
Explain your answer fully. 

7. Summarise this trailer in 
three sentences. 

Spelling focus Weekly writing activities 

Recap of statutory spelling words: 
adorable adorably deceive receive ancient efficient fought 
sought through thorough 

 
Write the words out in coloured pens using different 
colours for each letter. 
Create a pneumonic to help you to remember the “-
ough” letter pattern. 
Complete the quiz on PurpleMash (this has been set 
as a 2Do). 

Choose your favourite book, 
which you have recently read and 
create a book review of it for me to 
read! Structure your writing in 
paragraphs and persuade us to 
read your chosen book! 
We have set this as a 2Do on 
PurpleMash. 
  

Foundation subject activities 
Science 
Linking to our learning on evolution and adaptation, using the woodland environment as 
a habitat, explain and describe fully how animals in this habitat are adapted to their 
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specific environment. Research your own choice of woodland animal or plant to focus on! 
This has been set as a 2Do on PurpleMash. 
 
Geography and history 
Our topic this term is all about our local area of Sawston. During your daily walk, take 
pictures of the different style of buildings around the village and sort these into a timeline 
of when you think each building was constructed. Explain why you have sorted them in 
this way.  
 

Art 
From your photographs taken around the village, sketch and draw a replica of your 
favourite photograph. Use shading and colour blending to create depth and texture to 
your drawing – we can’t wait to see them! 

 

 

NB: Please use these activities as a guide only.  Do not feel obliged to complete all of these 

activities.  They are simply to give you some ideas of the sort of themes we might be 

following if we were in school. Please adapt them to suit your child’s individual abilities and 

interests and continue to use any of the other home learning suggestions if you are finding 

them helpful and your child is enjoying them. 


